Mr. G. Lindeyer
NOTARY
AFSCHRIFT AKTE STATUTEN VAN EEN VERENIGING
Fabry International Network
Date of akte: 29 december 2005
Bisschopsstraat 7, Postbus 94, 941 AB Beilen, telefoon (593) 522452

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF A SOCIETY
No. 22082/2005L21941
On this twentynineth day of December two thousand five,
there appeared before me, Mr. Fauzia Thezliema Mowbien Jagga, substitute notary, further called notary, as a
substitute for Mr. Gottfried Lindeyer, notary in Beilen:
1. Mister Cornelis Frans Bosman, born in Leiderdorp on nineteen Mai nineteen hundred forty two,
keeper of passport of the Netherlands with number NH0752309,
living in Kapelle, Nieuwe Kerkstraat 34, postel code 4421 KA Kapelle,
married
2. Mister Rob van der Laan, born in Groningen on twentysix July nineteen hundred fifty five,
keeper of passport of the Netherlands with number NB3858258,
living in Beilen, Speenkruid 44, postel code 9411 CS Beilen,
married,
The appearers declared the following:
INTRODUCTION
To found a society, for what the next regulations apply
REGULATIONS
Name and registration
Article 1
1. The society shall bear the name of: Fabry International Network (F.I.N.)
2. It shall have its registered office in the community of Midden-Drenthe.
Objective
Article 2
1. The objective of the society shall be the possibility of collaboration between Fabry societies for Fabry patients
2. It shall attempt to achieve this objective, among other things, by:
a. improve communication
b. the promoting of patient treatment
c. act as an independent forum for Fabry societies
Duration
Article 3
1. The society is formed for an unlimited during of time.
2. The financial yer is the same as a calander year.
Article 4
1. The society shall have members. There shall be two types of members:
a. full members;
b. b. associated members
2. Full members shall be those patientorganisations who actively occupy themselves with the object of the
society.
Associated members shall be groups, organizations and individuals who accept the mission and the objectives
as defined in article 2.
3. Those who want to become members shall have to apply, in writing, to the board for membership, thereby
indicating the type of membership. The board shall decide on whether or not to admit such applicant as
member, as well as on the type of membership. This shall become apparent from a declaration issued by the
board.
In case of non-admission by the board the general members' meeting shall still be able to decide on admission.
The general meeting can also decide on a kind of membership different from that on which the board decided.
4. The membership shall be personal and cannot be transferred or be acquired by succession.
Article 5
1. The membership shall terminate:
a. dissolution of a member/patient organization;
b. ceasing to exist of a member/patientorganization, because of, for example fusion;
c. by the decease of the member;
d. by the serving of notice by the member;
e. by the serving of notice by the society;
f. by removal.

2. The serving of notice of the membership by the member can only take place towards the end of a financial
year. It shall be served, in writing, to the board, with due observation of a term of notice of at least four
weeks.
If notice should not have been served in time, the membership shall continue up to the end of the next following
financial year.
The membership shall terminate immediately:
a. if it cannot be demanded reasonably of the member that the membership continue;
b. within a month of a decision, in which the rights of the members were limited or their obligations were
increased, becoming known to a member or being communicated to the latter, unless this should
concern a change in the financial rights and obligations;
c. within a month of the communicating to a member of a decision on conversion of the society into a
different legal form or on merger.
3. The serving of notice of the membership on behalf of the society can be done by the board towards the end
of the current financial year:
- when a member, after having been summoned repeatedly, in writing, to this end, shall not have met
in full his financial obligations vis-à-vis the society for the current financial year, on the first of
November;
- when the member shall have ceased to comply with the demands which at that moment should have
been imposed on the membership by the articles of association.
The term of notice shall be at least four weeks. If the notice should not have been served in time, the
membership shall continue up to the end of the next following financial year. The serving of notice can,
however, have the consequence of immediate termination of the membership, when it cannot
reasonably be demanded of the society that the membership continue. Notice shall always be served in
writing, with an indication of the reasons.
4. Removal from the membership can only be pronounced when a member acts in contravention of the articles
of association, rules or decisions of the society or when the member harms the society in an unreasonable
way. It shall be done by the board, which shall inform the member of the decision at the earliest opportunity,
with an indication of the reasons for this. The member concerned shall be entitled to appeal to the general
members' meeting within one month of receipt of the relevant notification.
During the term of appeal, and pending the appeal, the member shall be suspended. A suspended member
shall have no voting right.
5. lf the membership should terminate in the course of the financial year, the member shall continue to owe the
annual contribution for the entire year, unless the board should decide otherwise.
Contributions
Article 6
Annually, every member shall have to pay a contribution. The amount of the contribution shall be fixed by the
general members' meeting.
Board
Article 7
1.
The board shall consist of a minimum of three and a maximum of seven natural] persons.
2.
The board members shall be appointed by the general members' meeting. The board members can be
appointed outside the members of the association.
The general members' meeting shall fix the number of board members.
3.
Board members can at all times be suspended and dismissed, with an indication of the reasons for this,
by the general members' meeting. The general members' meeting shall decide on suspension or dismissal with
a majority of two-thirds of the votes cast.
4. The suspension shall terminate when the genera] members' meeting shall not have decided on dismissal
within three months of this. The suspended board member shall be afforded the opportunity to justify himself at
the general members' meeting and can have himself assisted in this by a counsel.
5. Board members shall be appointed for a maximum period of three years. By a 'year' shall be meant here the
period between two successive annual general members' meetings. The board members shall step down in
accordance with a schedule to be drawn up by the board. A board member who steps down according to the
schedule can be reappointed an indefinite number of times and immediately.
6. If the number of board members should have dropped below the minimum fixed in par. 1, then the board shall
nevertheless remain competent. The board shall be obliged to convene a general members' meeting at the
earliest opportunity, in which the filling of the vacancy (vacancies) shall be put on the agenda.
7. To the meetings and the decision-making by the board the clauses in the articles 10 up to and including 13
shall be applicable as much as possible.
Article 8

1. The board shall be charged with the managing of the society.
2. With the prior approval of the general members' meeting the board shall be authorized to decide to enter into
agreements for the acquisition, alienation or encumbrance of register-bound goods and to enter into
agreements in which the association shall oblige itself as guarantor or jointly and severally liable co debtor,
make every effort on behalf of a third party, or oblige itself as guarantor for the debt of another.
Article 9
1. The board shall represent the society.
2. to the power of representation shall also be entitled the chairman, together with the secretary or the treasurer,
or the secretary together with the treasurer.
General members'meetings
Article10
The genera] members' meetings shall be held in the place to be stated in the written convocation for the general
members' meeting.
Article 11
1. Admission to the general members' meeting shall have those members that have not been suspended,the
contributors, together with those who shall have been invited by the board and/or the general members'
meeting.
A suspended member shall have admission to the meeting at which the decision on his suspension shall be
dealt with, and shall be entitled to hold forth on this
2. With the exception of a suspended member every full member shall have one vote at the genera] members'
meeting. Every member entitled to vote can authorize another member entitled to vote, in writing, to cast his
vote. A member entitled to vote can act as proxy on behalf of a maximum of two persons.
Associated members shall exclusively have the right to attend the general members' meeting. They shall have
no right to vote there, but they shall have the right to speak there.
3. A unanimous decision by all members entitled to vote, even if they should not be present at a meeting, shall
have the same force, provided it was taken with the prior knowledge of the board, as a decision of the genera]
members' meeting. This decision can also come about in writing.
4. The chairman shall decide on the way in which voting shall take place at the general members'meeting.
5. All decisions on which, by law or according to these articles of association, no larger majority should have
been prescribed, shall be taken by absolute majority of the votes cast. In case of a tie about matters the
proposal shall have been rejected. Should the votes equally divide in the election of persons, then lots shall be
drawn. lf in an election between more than two persons, no one should have obtained an absolute majority, then
there shall be another vote between the two persons who obtained the largest number of votes, if necessary
after an intermediary vote.
Article 12
1. The general members' meetings shall be led by the chairman or, in the latter's absence, by eldest present
meber the board.
2. The judgment, pronounced by the chairman at the genera] members' meeting, on the result of a vote shall be
decisive. The same shall apply to the contents of a decision made, in so far as voting took place on a proposal
not laid down in writing. However, if, immediately after the pronouncing of the judgment by the chairman, the
correctness of this should be disputed, then a new vote shall be held, if the majority of the meeting or, if the
original vote should not have taken place per head or in writing, a person present and entitled to vote should
demand this.
Through this new vote the legal consequences of the original vote shall lapse.
3. Of the items dealt with at the genera] members' meeting, minutes shall be kept by the secretary or by a
person designated by the chairman.
These minutes shall be adopted at the same, or at the next following, general members' meeting and as proof of
this they shall be signed by the chairman and the secretary of that meeting.
Article 13
1. The financial year of the society shall run parallel to the calendar year. Annually, at least one general
members' meeting shall be held, namely within six months of the expiry of the financial year, subject to
extension of this term by the genera] members' meeting. At this general members' meeting the board shall
submit its annual report on the course of things within the association and on the policy conducted. It submits to
the general members' meeting the balance and the statement of revenue and expenditure, with an explanatory
note, for its approval.
These documents shall be signed by the board members; should the signature of one or more of these be
lacking, then mention of this shall be made, with the reasons for this. After expiry of the term every member can
legally demand of the joint board members that they fulfill these obligations.

2. lf no declaration, about the reliability of the documents meant in the preceding paragraph and originating from
an accountant as meant in article 2:393, par. 1, of the Civil Code, should be submitted to the genera[ members'
meeting, then the genera) members' meeting shall annually appoint a committee of at least two members who
shall not be allowed to form part of the board.
3. The board shall be obliged to provide the committee, for the purpose of its examination, with all information
requested by it, to show it the cash and the values, if desired, and to offer it perusal of the books and documents
of the society.
4. The committee shall examine the documents meant in par. 1 and par. 3.
5. lf this examination, at the discretion of the committee, should require special accounting knowledge, then it
can have itself assisted, at the expense of the society, by an expert. The committee shall report its findings to
the general members' meeting.
Article 14
1. General members' meetings shall be convened by the board as often as it shall deem this desirable or shall
be obliged to do so on the basis of the law.
2. Upon written request of at least one-tenth part of the members entitled to vote the board shall be obliged to
convene a general members' meeting, to be held within four weeks of such request.
3. The convocation to the general members' meeting shall be made by written notice, served to those entitled to
vote within a term of at least seven days. In the convocation the subjects to be dealt with shall be listed.
Change in the articles of association
Article 15
1. A change in the articles of association can only be made by a decision of the general members' meeting,
which shall have been convened with the notice that a change in the articles of association shall be proposed
there.
2. Those who shall have drawn up the convocation to the general members' meeting for discussion of a
proposal for a change in the articles of association, must deposit - at least five days prior to the date of the
meeting and until after the end of the day on which such meeting was held - a copy of that proposal, in which
the proposed change has been quoted literally, at a locality suitable to this end, for perusal by the members.
3. The general members' meeting can only decide on a change in the articles of association, with a majority of
at least two-thirds of the number of votes cast.
4. The change in the articles of association shall only take effect after a notarial deed shall have been drawn up.
Each of the board members shall be entitled to arrange for passing of the deed of a change in the articles of
association.
5. The clauses in the paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply if, at the genera] members' meeting, all those entitled
to vote shall be present or represented and the decision to change the articles of association shall be made
unanimously.
6. The board members shall be obliged to deposit an authentic copy of the deed of the change in the articles of
association and a complete, continuing text of the articles of association - in the way as these shall read after
the change - at the office of the register kept by the Chamber of Commerce and Factories.
Dissolution and liquidation
Article 16
1. The clauses in article 15, par. 1, 2, 3 and 5, shall apply correspondingly to a decision of the genera] members'
meeting to dissolve the society.
2. In its decision, meant in the previous paragraph, the genera] members' meeting shall determine the
appropriation of the credit balance, and this as much as possible in conformity with the object of the society.
3. The liquidation shall be carried out by the board.
4. After the dissolution the society shall continue to exist, in so far as this should be necessary for the liquidation
of its capita]. During the liquidation the clauses of the articles of association shall remain in force as much as
possible. In documents and announcements, issued by the society, the words 'in liquidation' shall have to be
added to its name.
5. The liquidation shall terminate on the date on which no longer any assets, known to the liquidator, shall be
present.
6. The books and documents of the dissolved society shall have to be kept for ten years following the
completion of the liquidation. Custodian shall be the person who shall have been designated as such by the
liquidators:
Regulations
Article 17
1 The general members' meeting can adopt and change one or more regulations, in which subjects shall be
regulated for which these articles of association should have made no, or no complete, provision.

2. Rules and regulations may not contain any clauses that should be inconsistent with the law or with these
articles of association.
3. To decisions on adoption of and on change in regulations the clauses in article 15, par. 1, 2 and 5, shall apply
correspondingly.
Final clause
Article 18
The genera] members' meeting shall have all powers in the society which the law
or the articles of association shall not have entrusted to other bodies.
Final declarations
Finally, the persons appearing declared:
As members of the society all founders will enter, as first board members are appointed:
1. mister Cornelis Frans Bosman as mensioned above, as the secretary/treasurer
2. mister Rob van der Laan as mentioned above, as chairman
In the event of any textual interpretation problems because of the two languages of this deed, the Dutch text will
prevail.
NAME OF THE PARTIES
The appearing parties are known to me, the notary, and the identity ot the parties is checked by me, the notary,
trough the documents as mentioned above.
SO DRAFTED,
and minuted at Beilen on the date as first before mentioned. After being informed of the essential statements
and content of this deed to the appearing parties by me, the notary, after which they declared unanimously that
they had already familiarized themselves with the content of this deed and agreed therewith, as well as with the
limited reading of this deed.
After which this deed was signed, immediately following the limited reading thereof, by the appearing parties
and then by me, the undersigned notary.

(Volgt ondertekening) (Follows signing)

(UITGEGEVEN VOOR AFSCHRIFT) (DISCLOSURE FOR TRANSCRIPTION):

